
   Vaginal Discharge – Common Diagnosis 
 

During your exam, Dr. Beitner may note some vaginal discharge in the vagina. She 
could sample it to identify the cause. Vaginal discharge may be completely normal, 
depending on hormonal influence, but commonly the discharge is due to infection. 
Various organisms may cause vaginal infection. Among them are sexually transmitted 
bacteria and bacteria that may grow in the vagina without being introduced sexually. 
One of the ways to identify the cause of a discharge is by collecting it from the vagina 
and cervix and analyzing it in the lab. The analysis to rule out gonorrhea and Chlamydia 
(both are sexually transmitted) is done for us by a commercial lab. In our office, we also 
can test the vaginal discharge for the DNA of trichomonas, which is transmitted 
sexually, and for candida (yeast) and gardnerella, which may grow without sexual 
contact. The symptoms you may notice are malodor, itching, burning, vulvar and vaginal 
discomfort. These organisms may also cause no symptoms at all in which case you 
may choose not to treat the infection. The test for yeast, trichomonas and gardnerella is 
done on the day of your visit in our office and we will have the test results by the next 
day. We will call you with our findings if there is an infection found. 

YEAST - "Vaginal candidasis" is caused by yeast - like fungus that is always 
present but multiplies rapidly when the chemical balance of the vagina changes. 
When there is an overgrowth of any 3 (three) types of candida we experience the 
symptoms of itching, burning, vaginal swelling and discharge. 
 
GARDNERELLA - is the most common cause of bacterial vaginosis. It again 
may be present without symptoms but when it causes discharge, malodor or 
discomfort we choose to treat it. 
 
TRICHOMONAS - is a sexually transmitted parasitic vaginitis causing yellowgreen 
frothy discharge with malodor, patchy vaginal rash, irritation, soreness of the 
vulva and discomfort during intercourse or urination. 
 
CHLAMYDIA - is a bacterial sexually transmitted disease, which may cause no 
symptoms at all, but ultimately lead to scarring and infertility. It may cause 
yellow discharge, urinary frequency, pelvic pain and pelvic inflammatory disease 
(PID). 
 
GONORRHEA - often causes no signs or symptoms in women. If left untreated 
gonorrhea can cause PID, a condition that can cause infertility. When symptoms 
occur, they begin within 3 weeks of infection as yellow discharge, painful 
frequent urination, burning or itching of the genitals or painful intercourse 


